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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

13AleppoCulturalCenter

Aleppo Cultural Center

Lorenzo Maria De Vecchi
Nicolò Sciolti
Vittorio Vaghi

897579
897097
897169

6x6m module:

01 Floor finishing
02 Lecacem maxi - 7 cm
03 Knauf insulation panels expanded polystyrene - 10cm
04 Lecacls 1600 Rck 35 and welded mesh - 18cm 
05 Lecacls 1600 Rck 35 and welded mesh - 18cm 
06 Steel trapezoidal corrugated sheet EGB 2000 - 7,5cm
07 Secondary beam IPE 240
08 Primary beam HEM 550
09 Counter ceiling hooking system
10 Knauf insulation panels expanded polystyrene - 6cm
11 External counter ceiling panels

LOADS ANALYSIS

COMBINATIONS

The project consists of several overlapping 
layers: from below, the ruins of Madrasa 
al-Sultaniyya, the system of reinforced 
concrete walls and, placed on them, the 
Cultural Center, main part of the project. It is 
a square-shaped building (62x62m) made 
from a regular Vierendeel plate. This kind of 
structure represents the opportunity to 
satisfy structural needs and at the same time 
make spaces accessible.
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